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Abstract 
In this note we are concerned with the existence of matchings and families of disjoint paths 
between subsets of the n-dimensional discrete cube Qn. For example, we show that if A is 
a subset of Qn of size C:=,(;), where k c 4% then there is a matching from A to its complement 
of size at least (;). 
We also present a conjecture concerning the existence of directed paths, and prove some 
related results. 
0. Introduction 
Our aim in this note is to show how various connectivity properties of the discrete 
cube Qn follow from combining isoperimetric inequalities with max-flow min-cut 
theorems. Interestingly, the statements of these connectivity results are considerable 
extensions of the isoperimetric inequalities themselves. Although this note is self- 
contained, we mention that a general background to discrete isoperimetric inequali- 
ties may be found in [3, Ch. 161. 
In Section 1, we give lower bounds on the number of vertex-disjoint paths one can 
find between two subsets of Qn of given sizes, and similarly for the question of edge- 
disjoint paths. The bounds we give are essentially best possible. Roughly speaking, it 
turns out that the only obstacle to the existence of many paths is the difficulty 
of ‘starting’ them ~ in other words, the bound is determined by the isoperi- 
metric inequality. 
In Section 2, we turn to the existence of directed paths. One would imagine that the 
results and proofs here are merely analogues of the undirected case, but this does not 
seem to be the case. We give a rather natural conjecture, which may be reformulated 
as a directed isoperimetric inequality. We are able to prove only a very weak form of 
the desired inequality. 
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1. Matchings and paths 
A prime example of a graph of combinatorial interest is the discrete cube Qn. This is 
the graph on the power-set P(X) of an n-point set X in which a set x is joined to a set 
y if the symmetric difference x Ay has size 1. Thus x is joined to y if for some i E X we 
have either x = y u {i} or y = x u {i}. For convenience, we often take X = { 1, . . , n}. 
Let us start by considering the following question. Given a subset A of Qn, how 
large a matching can we guarantee to find between A and its complement, in terms of 
the cardinality 1 A ) of A? Clearly, we cannot find a matching larger than the number of 
points of A that are adjacent o the complement of A. To be more precise, let us write 
d(x, y) for the usual graph distance, and define the surface of A as 
oA = (x E A: d(x, A”) = l> 
Then it is clear that we cannot find a matching greater than loAl. Thus we cannot 
possibly guarantee a matching of size greater than the minimum of laBI, as B varies 
over subsets of Q,, of size I Al. 
Our aim is to prove that we can always guarantee a matching of roughly this size. 
Before we formulate this result more precisely, let us recall that Harper [S] determined 
this minimum exactly. He showed that sets of the form Xc<“) = {x E P(X): 1x1 d k}, 
the so-called Humming balls, are the best sets B to take. 
To be more precise, let us define an ordering on 9(X), the simplicial order, by letting 
a point x precede a point y if either 1 x 1 < I y 1 or (x ( = 1 y I and min(x A y) E x. Thus, for 
x,yE??(X)withIxl =IyI,wesetx<yifi~x,i~y,whereiistheleastmemberofXat 
which x and y differ. For example, all the points in Xck) = {x E P(X): 1x1 = k} that 
contain 1 come before all those that do not, among the points containing 1, those 
containing 2 come before those that do not contain 2, and so on. 
We are now ready for Harper’s theorem, giving the best possible isoperimetric 
inequality in the discrete cube. 
Theorem 1. Let A c Qn, and let I be the set of the first IA( elements of QI1 in the 
simplicial order. Then loAl > Iall. In particular, iflAl = C:=,(;) then IaAl 2 (“,). 
We refer the reader to [lo, 61 for short proofs of Harper’s theorem, and to [3, Ch. 
161 for a general discussion of related results. 
There is also a useful approximate form of Harper’s theorem, which is essentially 
best possible. It is a simple deduction from Theorem 1. 
Corollary 2. Let A be a subset of Q,, with 
IAl = IXcGk)I + c~lX(~+‘)l, 
whereO<cr<l. Then 
IaAl 2 (1 - M)IX’~‘) + ~l(x(~+l)l. 
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For brevity, let us give a name to the function in Corollary 2. For x = 
IXKW + cxIX’k+U 1, where 0 d (x < 1, define 
s(x) = s,(x) = (1 - a)IX’k’I + alX(k+‘)l. 
Thus Corollary 2 tells us that for every A c Qn we have 
IcAl 3 s(l4). (1) 
Let us briefly digress to mention another formulation of (1) which will also prove 
useful. The boundary of a set A c Q,, is 
dA = {x E A”: d(x, A) = l}. 
Thus the boundary of A is precisely the surface of A’. Since a final segment of the 
simplicial order on Qn is isomorphic to the initial segment of the same size (by the 
graph automorphism of Qn which maps each point x to its complement), Harper’s 
theorem tells us that, among subsets of Q,, of a given size, initial segments of the 
simplicial order have smallest boundaries. 
For x = IX(Gk)I + ~(X(~+l)l, where 0 < c( < 1, define 
b(x) = b,(x) = (1 - ,)IX(k+l)l + UjX@fZ)l. 
Then (1) is equivalent to the statement that for every A c Qn we have 
IdAl 3 W4). (2) 
Let us return to our original question about matchings. As Corollary 2 is essentially 
the best possible, it follows that we certainly cannot hope to find a matching 
substantially larger than s( I A I). Of course, if A is large then we may get a tighter upper 
bound by considering A”: in general, we cannot hope for a matching much larger than 
the smaller of s(lAl) and s(lA”I). 
It is rather surprising that, in fact, Harper’s theorem implies that one can always 
find a matching of size at least the minimum of s( [AI) and s(lA”I). This minimum is 
s(lAl) if IAl d 2”-‘. 
Theorem 3. Let A be a subset of Q,, with I Al < 2”- ‘. Then there is a matchingfrom A to 
A” of size at least s(jAl). In particular, if IAl = ~~=,(~), where k < fn, then there is 
a matching from A to A” of size at least (i). 
Proof. Suppose, for a contradiction, that there is no matching from A to A” of size at 
least s( I Al). In other words, suppose that every matching from A to A” misses more 
than ) Al - s( I Al) points of A. Then, by the defect form of Hall’s marriage theorem (see 
e.g. [2, p. 56]), there is a subset B of A such that 
ldBnA”I < 14 - (IAl - 44)). (3) 
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It follows that certainly 1 B( 2 (A 1 - s( 1 A I). However, as b is increasing up to 2”- i, and 
IBJ < 2”-l, this implies that 
b(lBI) 2 b(lAl - s(lAl)h 
Now, it follows from the definitions of s and b that for any x > 1 we have 
b(x - s(x)) = s(x). Hence b(lBl) > s(lAl). Thus 1BuaBl > lBI + s(lAl), and so 
IdBnA’I 2 14 + s(lAl) - JAI, 
which contradicts (3). 0 
Note that the set XCGk’ shows that the bound of Theorem 3 is best possible if 
IAl = g=,(;,. 
It is natural to ask if the following strengthening of Theorem 3 is true: if A is 
a subset of Qn with IAl d 2”- ‘, and I is the set of the first IAl elements of Qn in the 
simplicial order, then there is a matching from A to A” of size ) ol I. Such a result, if true, 
would of course be best possible. Unfortunately, it is easy to see that this result cannot 
be true, as loll is not an increasing function of 111 (even below 2n-1). For example, let 
A =XCGk)-- (l,..., k). Then we would be asking for a matching of size (,“) - 1 + k 
from A to A”, whereas it is clear that there is no matching of size greater than (i). 
Our next extension of Harper’s theorem concerns the number of paths leaving a set 
A which have vertex-disjoint interiors. Of course, this number cannot be greater than 
I cYA 1, as long as all paths have length at least 2. As above, it turns out that b( I A I) is the 
only obstruction to the existence of many paths leaving A. 
Theorem 4. Let A and B be disjoint non-empty subsets of Q,,. Then there is a family of at 
least the minimum ofb( 1 Al) and b( I B I) pathf rom A to B with vertex-disjoint interiors. In 
particular,iflAl =C~=o(~)andIBI =Ci=,(~),withk<l <n/2,thenthereisafamiZyof 
(kJ’ 1) paths from A to B with vertex-disjoint interiors. 
Proof. For simplicity, let us first consider the case when A and B are at distance at 
least 2; in other words, when no vertex of A is adjacent o a vertex of B. We may then 
apply Menger’s theorem: it suffices to show that any set S c Q,, separating A from 
B has size at least b( I Al). So let S be a subset of Q. that separates A from B. Let A’ be 
the union of the components of vertices of A in the graph Qn - S, and define B 
similarly. Since A’ and B’ are disjoint, we must have I A’[ d 2”- ’ or 1B’I < 2”- ‘: say 
IA’1 < 2”-‘. Thus IAl < IA’1 < 2”-l, and so IdA’) > b(lAl). However, we have 
8A’ c S, and so ISI 2 b(lAl), as required. 
For the general case, when there may be some A - B edges, let F = {xy E E(Q,,): 
x E A, y E B). We wish to apply Menger’s theorem in the graph G = Q,, - F. Writing 
Al for {x E A: xy E F for some y E B}, and similarly Bl for {x E B: xy E F for some 
y E A}, it is clear that IF I 2 max( I A, 1, IB1 I). It is therefore sufficient o show that any 
set S c Qn separating A from B in G has size at least min(b(lAl), b(JBI)) - 
max(lAII, I&I). 
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Let then S be a subset of Qn that separates A from B is G. Let A’ be the union of the 
components of vertices of A in the graph G - S, and define B’ similarly. As A’ and B’ 
are disjoint, we may assume without loss of generality that IA’/ < 2”-‘. Thus 
IA\ d IA’1 d 2”-l, and so IdA’) 3 b(lAl). However, it is clear that dA’ c SuA1, and 
so IS 13 b(lAl) - IAIl, as required. 0 
Again, the bound of Theorem 4 is best possible if IAl = IXCCk)I and 1BI = IX(<‘)I, 
wherek+l<n-1. 
Let us now turn to the problem of finding edge-disjoint paths between subsets 
A and B of the cube. Clearly, the number of edge-disjoint paths leaving a set A c Qn is 
at most I&AI, where 8,A = {xy E E(Q,J: x E A, y E A”}, the edge-boundary of A. As 
before, we will find that in the extremal case this bound is precise. 
Let us first recall how small ia,Al can be, in terms of / A(. It turns out that subcubes 
of the cube are best here: if A c P(X) with IAl = 2k then I8,AI 2 2k(n - k). This is 
(part of) the edge-isoperimetric inequality in the discrete cube, proved by Harper [7], 
Lindsey [12], Bernstein [l] and Hart [9]. 
What if the size of A is not a power of 2? As before, there is an ordering of P(X) for 
us to follow. Indeed, define an ordering on P(X), the binary order, by letting x precede 
y if max(xny ) E y; in other words, if the greatest element of X which is in one of x and 
y but not the other is actually in y. Thus for example the subcubes 
.Y({l, . . ..k}) c P(X) are initial segments of the binary ordering. 
We are now ready to state precisely the theorem of Harper, Lindsey, Bernstein and 
Hart, giving a best possible edge-isoperimetric inequality in the discrete cube. 
Theorem 5. Let A c Q,,, and let I be the set of thejrst ) Al elements of Q,, in the binary 
order. Then li3,Al > Id,ll. In particular, iflAl = 2k then IB,A( 2 2k(n - k). 
In applications, the function I a,11 is rather unwiedly. The more convenient approxi- 
mate form below was noted by Chung et al. [S]. 
Corollary 6. Let A c Qn, with A # 8. Then l8,Al 3 IAl(n - log,1 Al). 
Note that this inequality is essentially best possible: indeed, it is exact if A is 
a subcube of Q,,. 
Since d,A = a,(A”), the edge-isoperimetric inequality given in Corollary 6 states 
that there are at least e(lAl) edges from A to A”, where 
e(x) = en(x) = i 
x(n - log, x) if x d 2”-l, 
(2” - x)(n - log,(2” - x)) if x > 2”-‘. 
As Corollary 6 is essentially best possible (for I Al d 2”- ‘), we cannot hope to find 
a family of many more than e( I Al) edge-disjoint paths leaving A. Thus the maximum 
number of edge-disjoint paths from A to B is certainly no more than the minimum of 
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e( /Al) and e( IBI). It is very striking that the max-flow min-cut theorem implies that 
this number of paths can always be found, regardless of the positions of A and B. 
Theorem 7. Let A and B be disjoint non-empty subsets ofQn, with say e( IAl) d e( IBI). 
Then there is a family of at least e( 1 Al) edge-disjoint paths from A to B. In particular, if 
IAl = 2k and IBI = 2’, where k 6 1 < n - 1, then there is a family of 2k(n - k) edge- 
disjoint paths from A to B. 
Proof. We apply the max-flow min-cut theorem to the network Qn, with multiple 
source A, multiple sink B, and each (undirected) edge having capacity 1. To show that 
there is an (integer-valued) flow of value at least e( 1 Al), we must check that each cut 
(S, SC) of Q,, separating A from B has capacity at least e( I Al). 
Now, the capacity of the cut (S, SC) is precisely la,Sl. Since A c S c B”, the 
unimodality of e gives la,Sl > min(e(lAl), e(lB”l)) = e(lAl). 
Just as with Theorem 3, we cannot extend Theorem 7 to the assertion that if A and 
B are disjoint non-empty subsets of Qn, and I and J are the initial segments of the 
binary order on Q. of sizes I Al and IBI, respectively, then there is a family of 
min( I a,Z 1, Id,J I) edge-disjoint paths from A to B. This is because the function (&I/ is 
not an increasing function of 111 (even below 2”- ‘). Thus, for example, if 
I Al = 1 BI = 2”- ’ - 1 then we would be asking for a set of 2”- 1 + n - 2 edge-disjoint 
paths from A to B, while it is clear that if A c {x E Qn: n E x> and B c {x E Qn: n#x} 
then there is no family of more than 2”- ’ edge-disjoint paths from A to B. 
2. Directed paths 
In this section we turn our attention to some directed inequalities that, remarkably, 
seem to differ very much from the undirected versions. 
Recall that a set A c Qn is called a down-set if x E A and y c x imply y E A, and that 
similarly A is an up-set if whenever x E A and y 3 x we have y E A. Now, suppose that 
A and B are disjoint subsets of Qn, each of size 2k, and suppose also that A is 
a down-set and B an up-set. By Theorem 7, we know that we can find a family of 
2k(n - k) edge-disjoint paths form A to B. If we direct each edge of the cube upwards 
(in other words, if we make Qn into a directed graph by joining x to xu{i} for each 
i#x), then it would seem reasonable that these paths can be chosen to be directed. We 
very much believe this to be the case. 
Conjecture 8. Let A and B be disjoint non-empty subsets of Q,,, with A a down-set and 
B an up-set. Then there is a family of at least min(e() Al), e( I BI) edge-disjoint directed 
paths from A to B. In particular, if I AJ = IBI = 2k then there is a family of 2k(n - k) 
edge-disjoint directed paths from A to B. 
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Let us define the directed edge-boundary of a set S c Q,, to be JeS = (xy E i?(Q.): 
x E S, y E SC 1. Then, just as in the proof of Theorem 7, the following is an equivalent 
reformulation of Conjecture 8. 
Conjecture 8’. Let S be a subset of Q,,, and let A be the largest down-set contained in 
S and B the largest up-set disjointfrom S. Then IJeksl 3 min(e(I Al), e(lBl)). In particu- 
lar, if S contains a down-set of size 2k and is disjoint from an up-set of size 2k then 
IZeSl 3 2k(n - k). 
We end the paper by giving a proof of a very weak form of this conjecture - we 
prove the result with the bound 2k(n - k) replaced by 2k. Even in this case, the result 
does not seem to follow by direct induction. Instead, our proof will rely on some 
fractional methods. 
A distribution on Q,, is a function f: Qn + [0, l] c R. The weight of f is 
w(f) = CXEe. f (x). We say that f i s d ecreasing if f(x) 3 f(y) whenever x c y, and 
similarly f is increasing if x c y implies f(x) d f (y). A distribution f is uniform if it is 
constant. 
Let f and g be distributions of Qn, with w(f) = w(g). A flow from f to g is a function 
u : 2 -+ IF!+ such that for every x E Q. we have 
X6 U(-uY) - y;i 4YX) =f (x) - g(x). 
(Here as usual Rf denotes {x E R: x 3 O}.) 
The idea of introducing these fractional distributions is to ‘smooth the passage’ of 
an induction proof. Indeed, the following lemma, once stated, is very easy to prove. 
Lemma 9. Letf be a decreasing distribution on Qn, and let h be the uniform distribution 
of the same weight. Then there is aflow u from f to h such that u(xy) < $ for all xy E 2. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on n ~ the case n = 1 is trivial, so we turn to the 
induction step. For ease of notation, for x E P(X), set x’ = xn{n>. Given a distribu- 
tion f on P(X), let f be the distribution on 9(X - {n}) given by ‘averaging’ f: 
.7(x) = +(f (x) +f (x’)), x E 9(X - {n}). 
Let U be a flow on Qn_ 1 from f to & such that U(xy) < l/2 for all xy E E(Qn_ 1). Now 
let us define a function u : E + R+ by 
1 
U(XY) if n$x, Y, 
u(xy) = U(x’y’) if n E x, y, 
f( f (x) -f (x’)) otherwise. 
(Note that if xy E E then either n E x, y, or n$x, y, or y = x’.) Then it is easy to see that 
u is a flow from f to h, and that u(xy) < 3 for all xy E E. Indeed, one could view the 
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third line in the definition of us as a flow from fto ‘two copies off”, and the first two 
lines as flows from those copies of fto copies of %. 
Lemma 10. Let f and g be distributions on Qn of the same weight, with f decreasing and 
g increasing. Then there is a flow u from f to g such that u(xy) < 1 for all xy E i?. 
Proof. Let h be the uniform distribution of the same weight as f and g. Let u be a flow 
from f to h with u(xy) d f for all xy E E, and let u be a flow from h to g with v(xy) < f 
for all xy E E:- such flow exist by Lemma 9. Then the flow tl + v is a suitable flow. 0 
We are now ready to prove our weakened version of Conjecture 8. 
Theorem 11. Let A and B be disjoint non-empty subsets of Q,,, with A a down-set and 
B an up-set and [A[, IBI < 2”-‘. Then there is a family of at least min(lAl, lB\) 
edge-disjoint directed paths from A to B. 
Proof. Removing some vertices from A or B if necessary, we may clearly assume that 
1 Al = 1 BI. We apply the max-flow min-cut theorem to the network Q,,, with multiple 
source A, multiple sink B, and each (directed) edge having capacity 1. Lemma 10 tells 
us that there is a fractional-valued flow of value ) Al, and hence, by integrality, there is 
an integer-valued flow of value IAl. 17 
Finally, let us remark that we also conjecture an analogue of Conjecture 8 for 
vertex-disjoint paths: if A and B are disjoint subsets of Q,,, with A an up-set and 
B a down-set, such that (Al = C~=,(~), IBI = of=, and k < 1 -c $n, then there is 
a family of (k: r) directed paths from A to B with vertex-disjoint interiors. 
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